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Barracuda email security – User guide 

 
This user guide will explain you how to use Barracuda email security.  
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Account creation 

Your account will be created by Rcarré/Rcube or automatically by the system when detecting that you 

are a user of the platform. 

You’ll receive an email with a link to create your credentials. This email is valid for 7 days. 

 

 

When the page is open, you will need to create a password. Please put a complex one and keep it safe. 

 

 

Connexion to the portal 

To connect on Barracuda email security self-service portal, go to:  

https://ess.de.barracudanetworks.com  

And connect with your email address and password (after clicking next) that you’ve created.  

 

 

On pages, if you have more questions, there is  that will show you more explanation. Do not hesitate 

to contact us also if needed. 

https://ess.de.barracudanetworks.com/
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Change password  

Go on tab “Settings” than on “Change password” section. 

Put your current password and 2 times the new one.  

 

 

Reset Password 

After typing your email address, you will be asked for a password. To reset it, client on “Send login 

information” 

 

You will receive an email with a link to reset your password or connect for 1 hour to the portal. Example: 
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Quarantine 

When you have email on your quarantine, a notification email is sent to your mailbox with a list of 

quarantined emails. Example of notification: 

 

By default, this notification is enabled, and you will receive email at 12AM, 7AM, 12PM and 5PM.  

Those settings can be changed. For that, connect to the portal and go on “Settings” > “Quarantine 

Notification”. You will be able to choose to no longer receive this kind of email or change the schedule.  

  

Settings for enabling or not quarantine messages will only work for advanced messages and may not for 

all quarantined. It’s recommended to let it enable. 

On quarantine, you won’t see email that is blocked (too dangerous email). It will only be available for 

admins. 
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On the message notification that you have receive, you can also do some actions, each one asking you to 

connect to you account.  

• Deliver: to deliver email to your inbox 

• Allow list: to add the user in your allow list and deliver future email directly 

• Block list: to add the user in your block list and future email will no more be on quarantine 

• Manage quarantine: will redirect you to settings of schedule notification  

• View message log: will redirect you to Message logs (explained below) 

 

Message log 

When you access message log, you could see all information about mail send/received.  

 

On this, you will see status details and status of emails and some details.  

Y can also filter on quarantined to only see those (message marked in Yellow). For example:  

 

On the top of the page, you can see some quick details and the reason why it has been blocked on the 

right. (On this example: Attachment filter.) 

On the bottom of the page, you will have more options: see the message, the source, add to allow or 

block list, download email, open it in a now window, deliver it to your inbox and delete it. 

 

You could also click on show details to see more such as attachments. 
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Allow/Block list 

You can manage your allow/block list when you are connected to the portal, on “Settings” > “Sender 

Policy”. 

 

You could add domain or email address. 

• Exempt will allow email but other checks (Antivirus, ATP and other security) will still be applied) 

• Block will block email or domain and no more notification will be sent 

• Quarantine will quarantine the specific domain or email address 

If there is a warning next to the value, it’s caused by admin allow/block list that replace the exception 

you made. 

 

Manage linked accounts (alias, shared mailboxes, or distribution groups) 

To have the ability to manage quarantine of aliases, shared mailboxes or distribution groups, you need 

to go on the portal > “Settings” > “Linked Accounts” then enter email address that you want to link. 

 

An email will be sent to the address to validate the request. When validated, it will be shown on your 

list. 
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One mail address (alias, shared or distribution list) can only be managed by one user. 

 

All those changes can also be made by our support team. Do not hesitate to ask us when an account is 

created or if you want to change what is configured.  

For example, if a user, shared mailbox or distribution list is automatically created, you will receive this 

message: 

 

And we will need to do it for you. 

Shared mailboxes and distribution list can also be managed as a user with a separate password (to be 

manage by multiple persons for example). 

 

Mail continuity  

When mail server is down, this feature will allow you to send, reply and receive emails directly on a web 

portal. You could also see messages received for the last 30 days to reply it. 

Mail continuity is only available when email delivery to servers is not possible. Email stuck in “spooled” 

state on message log. 

 

Email continuity will be available for 96 hours maximum or if no spooled messages are received for 15 

minutes or longer. 
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By default, you will not have possibility to send email from portal but when mail continuity is triggered 

different options will be available: 

• A filter will be available to see mail continuity part. On this one, you’ll see mails arrived since 

mail continuity is triggered 

  => Mail continuity triggered =>  

 

• A button will be available to create new messages. 

 

 

• Buttons to reply or forward emails that are on Message Log will be also available: 

 

=> Mail continuity triggered => 

 

 

When you send, forward or reply to emails, a copy will be sent to you to keep a trace of it and to move 

on your sent items when mail server is back alive. 

 

 


